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ApplicationRIM 235 is an infusion resin for manufacturing composite parts such as rotorblades for
wind turbines or boatbuilding. This epoxy resin system is specially suited to process
all state of the art fabrics, such as glass, carbon or aramide using common infusion
techiques such as VARIM, SCRIMP or RIM.

The Infusion resin system RIM 235 remains practically free of crystallisation, even if it is
stored at low temperatures (<15 °C/ <59 °F). As the formulation contains only a very low
percentage of reactice diluent, this system shows a particularly good physiological
compatibility, even if it is being  worked in open moulded processes.

Although the initial cure at room temperature is good, the full mechanical properties
will only be obtained after a suitable post cure cycle. Especially for operations at eleva-
ted temperatures (maximum 80 °C/176 °F), such a post cure cycle is required to obtain
the required thermal stability.  For optimum mechanical properties a heat treatment of
minimum 50°C is required.

Optimum processing temperatures are in the range of 15-40°C (59-104 °F). Potlife
depends on the choice of hardeners and can be varied between 10 min. and more than
10 h. The shortest working life is established using RIMH 235. Pot life increases with
the increasing number of the dedicated hardener and can be as high as >10 h with
hardener RIMH 238. As the initial cure at room temperature is very slow as for the low
reactive hardeners, some heat treatment should be performed at minimum
40-50 °C (104-122 °F) before demoulding the produced parts to ensure short cycle
times.

RIM 235 features an extrordinary low mixed visosity, resulting in fast and complete fiber
wetting at a high transportation rate in infusion processes. However, if parts should be
produced using hand lay-up techniques, it is recommended to add some thixotropic
agent, such as Aerosil, to prevent drain out from vertical laminates, especially if non-
crimp fabrics are being processed.

Although RIM 235 is very unlikely to crystallize at low temperatures, storage conditions
of 15-30 °C (59-86 °F) and low humidity are recommended. After dispensing material,
the containers must again be closed carefully, to avoid contamination or absorption of
water.

All amine hardeners show a chemial reaction when exposed to air, known as „blus-
hing“. This reaction is visible as white carbamide crystals, which could make the ma-
terials unusable.

The materials have a shelf life of minimum 2 years, when stored in their originally
sealed containers.
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Specifications532MIRnisernoisufnI
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Measuring condition:
measured at 25 °C / 77 °F
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Measuring condition:
measured at 25 °C / 77 °F
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832HMIR-532HMIRrenedraH:532MIRnisernoisufnI

thgiewybstraP 2±43:001

emulovybstraP 2±14:001

Mixing ratios

The mixing ratio stated must be observed carefully. Adding more or less hardener will
not result in a faster or slower cure, only incomplete curing  with limited performance,
that can not be corrected in any way.
Resin and hardener must be mixed carefully. Mix until no clouding is visible in the
mixing container. Special attention must be paid to the walls and bottom of the mixing
container.

Processing details
532MIRnisernoisufnI srenedraH

832HMIR-532HMIR

-PEegarevA
eulaV 75,0 -

enimaegarevA
tnelaviuqe - 06

The optimum processing temperature is in the range between 20 and 40 °C. Higher
processing temperatures are possible, but will shorten pot life. An increase in tempe-
rature of 10 °C will halve the pot life. Water (for example very high humidity or contained
in fabrics or fillers) causes an acceleration of the resin / hardener reaction. Different
temperatures and humidities during processing have no significant impact on the
mechanical properties of the cured product.

Temperature
development

Measuring conditions: 100 g bei 30 °C in water bath
Time [hh:mm]
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Viscosity
of mixture

Measuring conditions:
Investigation in rotation viscosimeter, plate-plate configuration
measuring gap: 0,2mm

[mPas] Viscosity
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Gel time

Film thickness 1 mm at different temperatures

532MIRnisernoisufnI

532HMIRrenedraH 632HMIRrenedraH

C°52-02
F°77-86 h9-8.ppa h41-21.ppa

C°54-04
F°311-401 h4-3.ppa h6-4.ppa

732HMIRrenedraH 832HMIRrenedraH

C°52-02
F°77-86 h02-51.ppa h82-42.ppa

C°54-04
F°311-401 h8-7.ppa h41-01.ppa

Film thickness 1 mm at different temperatures
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DMA

Measurment conditions

Coupon thickness:  2 mm
Heating rate:  2 K/min
Frequency:  1 Hz
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DMA Measuring after heat treatment
DMA-TG (peak) tan delta
Infusion resin RIM 235 with Hardener RIMH 236
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Temperature

E‘ Storage Module [MPa] tan delta

Peak 86,5 °C/187,7 °FHeat treatment: 70 °C/158 °F

E’(1 Hz)

tan d (1 Hz)

Onset 76,6 °C/169,9 °F

DMA Measuring after heat treatment
DMA-TG (peak) tan delta
Infusion resin RIM 235 with Hardener RIMH 236
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Heat treatment: 50 °C/120 °F
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Infusion resin RIM 235 / Hardener RIMH 238

Infusion resin RIM 235 / Hardener RIMH 235

Infusion resin RIM 235 / Hardener RIMH 236
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Development TG3
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of patent. Note: this edition voids and replaces all previous publications on the pertinent subject. August, 2005Ju
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Mechanical data

Advice:
Mechanical data are typical for the combination of laminating resin RIM 235 with
hardener RIMH 237. Data can differ in other applications.
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Technical Information
Epoxy and Phenolic Resins Division
Epoxy Resins

Am Ostkai 21/22
70327 Stuttgart
Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 711 - 3 89 80 00
Fax: +49 (0) 711 - 3 89 80 011
www.hexionchem.com

In the process of international testing system harmonization, the national standards previously used are being increasingly replaced by ISO (DIN EN ISO) standards. All information, recommendations
and suggestions offered by Hexion Speciality Chemicals GmbH, whether orally, in written form or in a database, are provided to the best of our knowledge and belief. However, they may not be
construed as legally binding statements and do not represent either express or implicit assurances, or a guarantee of specific properties. The data parameters stated for products are specific values
that may also be found in our technical information leaflets, and like these do not represent the basis of either a guarantee or specification. The same applies analogously to the data parameters
stated for examples of cured binder systems; these represent analytical results and are only inteded to simplify advance selection of the individual components of a binder. This information, these
recommendations and suggestions describe our products and possible applications in general or exemplary terms, but do not refer to specific cases. Changes in the data parameters, texts and illustrations
can result from the constant process of technical development and improvement of our products; possible changes are not specially mentioned in the text. Our support does not free the customer
from the obligation to conduct its own review of our current informational literature, in particular our product data sheets, safety data sheets and our technical information leaflets. The customer
must carry out tests of our products on his own responsibility to determine their suitibility for the intended process and uses, as well as to establish whether their processing characteristics are appropriate
in a specific case, since the technical uses of our products are numerous and can vary widely in a specific instance. Therefore, such factors do not fall within our control, and are the exclusive responsibility
of the customer. If a specific assurance of data parameters should be required, an appropriate agreement must be reached to this effect. Any applicable patents, existing laws and regulations must
be observed by the customer or user of our products on its own responsibility. This publication does not represent a license, nore does it intend to infringe or encourage infringement of any type
of patent. Note: this edition voids and replaces all previous publications on the pertinent subject. August, 2005Ju
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Data of reinforced resin
Static tests in standard climate

Sample preparation
Curing: 24 hours at 23 °C (74 °F)

+ 15 hours at 80 °C (176 °F)
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Mechanical data
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